
A REPORT ON FIVE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES OF INCREASING

READING COMPREHENSION AMONG STUDENTS

10 Reading Comprehension Strategies All Students Need one of five elements identified as central to the instruction of
reading according to the the report noted, is the result of many different mental activities by a reader.

The results converge to suggest that comprehension of difficult text can be significantly enhanced by replacing
traditional I-R-E Initiation-Response-Evaluation patterns of instruction with discussion-based activities in
which students are invited to make predictions, summarize, link texts with one another, and with background
knowledge, generate and answer text-related questions, clarify understanding, muster relevant evidence to
support an interpretation, and interrelate reading, writing, and discussion. Sticky notes can also be removed
and organized later for responses to a text. Our goal was to synthesize the documents listed above and identify
a limited number of high leverage improvements â€” those that seem most central to the goal of improving
adolescent literacy and those most likely to produce significant long-term improvements if they are widely and
effectively implemented. It is important to understand from the outset that the five areas of instructional
improvement we identify in this document are not an exhaustive list. Example: How do think Frog felt when
he found Toad? Recommendation 3: Set and maintain high standards for text, conversation, questions, and
vocabulary We are not aware of any experimental support for setting high standards, but it is consistently
supported in observational studies of high-achieving classrooms and teachers. Answer: His friend was leaving.
There are 5 separate strategies that together form the High 5 Reading Strategy. Preview has students scan the
material to get an overview. How much students already know about the topic of the text they are reading
exercises a powerful influence on their ability to comprehend, think about, and remember new information on
the topic that they encounter as they read. They should decide which strategies are most helpful in making
meaning, and practice those strategies, adjusting the strategies when necessary. Answer: Toad "Think and
Search" Questions based on the recall of facts that can be found directly in the text. During discussions,
students can be directly led to engage in thoughtful analysis of text in ways that support their comprehension
when they are reading on their own. In other words, reading comprehension takes practice. Many students
struggle trying to determine the key ideas from the details; other students have a hard time understanding what
the purpose of a paragraph or chapter in the book may be. The second is that: Governors can help accomplish
the goal of preparing students to meet the literacy expectations of employers and postsecondary institutions by
assessing real-world demands and raising state standards, accordingly, and by revising state standards to
include explicit expectations for literacy instruction across grade levels and content areas. After students
listened to the story, the researchers assessed their comprehension in three ways: 1 memory for story details; 2
ability to detect the contradictions in the story; and 3 ability to draw correct inferences. These strategies
involve particular ways of making interpretations, documenting evidence, or framing arguments that are
specific to a given content area. It is also a matter of common sense. Answers are typically found in more than
one place, thus requiring students to "think" and "search" through the passage to find the answer. What is the
essence of the material read? Evidence for the utility of explicit instruction in comprehension strategies has
been found not only in controlled experimental studies but also in benchmark studies of more and less
effective schools and teachers. They can create a vocabulary list of all the highlighted words in the chapter
along with any unfamiliar terms that they need to define. Teachers also provide modeling of the
comprehension strategies. Both long-term general improvements in levels of adolescent literacy and the
acceleration of literacy development in students performing below grade level will depend critically on
improvements in how content-area teachers teach the vocabulary, concepts, and facts that are essential
content-area knowledge. This method also provides immediate feedback. Answer: I would feel very sad if my
best friend moved away because I would miss her. This strategy is ideal for handouts.


